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1. Let G be a locally compact Abelian group and U(G) the convolution 
algebra of all (equivalence classes of) functions on G integrable with 
respect to Haar measure. 
An ideal N in Ll(G) is called normed ideal if the following conditions 
hold : 
N 1) N is dense in Ll(G) 
N 2) N is a Banach space under some norm ]]a ]]N such that ]]f]]iZ ]///IN 
for all f E N 
Normed ideals may be regarded as generalizations of Segal algebras 
which have been studied by REITER [5] or of homogeneous Banach spaces 
as defined in [2]. 
Their definition is modelled after the corresponding fundamental 
notion in Hilbert space theory (cf. [l], Ch. III). 
In this note we study the structure of normed ideals, characterize Segal 
algebras in terms of normed ideals and give some examples and counter 
examples. The terminology and notation will be the same as in [5]. 
2. It is easy to see that a normed ideal is a Banach algebra under 
the norm 11. IIN and that each other norm I/. 11; on N with the same properties 
is equivalent to ]].]j~ (cf. [5], Ch. 2, 3.6). 
The most important normed ideals are the Segal algebras. 
A subalgebra X of Ll(G) is called a Segal algebra if: 
X 1) X is dense in Ll(G) and is invariant under translations 
X 2) X is a Banach algebra under some norm 11. IIs invariant under trans- 
lations (llLflls= llfll f s or all f E S and a E G) and the following con- 
dition holds : given any f E X, there is for every E > 0 a neighbourhood 
U of e such that jlLyf-flls<& for all y E 77 
S 3) llflll5 llflls for all f E S. 
Remark 1: REITER [5] does not assume AS’ 3), but shows that X 1) 
and X 2) imply the existence of a constant C> 0 such that /f/llsCl/fjls. 
Putting jlflji= m&x (Ilfllb llfll s one gets an equivalent norm satisfying ) 
8 3). Thus X 3) is no serious restriction. The fact that 8 is a normed ideal 
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follows from [5], Ch. 6, 2.2 (II). The same proof shows that assuming S 3) 
it is sufficient in S 2) to suppose only that S is a Banach space. 
Remark 2: The axioms N 1)-N 3) make sense also for non-abelian 
locally compact groups if one assumes N to be a left ideal in D(G). We 
shall not deal with this general case but remark only that it is not known 
whether the inclusion of N in D(G) is necessarily continuous if one drops 
the assumption jlfl]i 5 lifl]~, b u t assumes instead that N is a Banach aZgebra. 
We can only prove this under the further assumption that f EN implies 
f*(x)=f(x-l)d@-I) EN and Ilf*IIN=Ilfll~:, 
Let G be the set of all irreducible unitary representations of G. 
Every n E G has a unique extension to D(G), which we denote by the 
same letter. The symmetry of N implies that the restriction of every n 
to N is continuous on N, and by a theorem of Gelfand-Raikov for every 
f E D(G), f f 0, there is a z E G such that s-c(f) + 0 (cf. e.g’. [a], $0 17, 19, 
28, 29). By the closed graph theorem it suffices to show that lim Ilfn/lN= 0 
and lim jlfn -gIli = 0 imply g = 0. Assume g # 0. Then there L&?s no E 6 
such tEy no(g) # 0. But we have Ilm(fn) II 2 l/f&v and llm(fn-g) II 5 IIf%-g/11, 
and therefore we get no(g)= lim no(fn) =O, a contradiction. 
7a-+m 
3. We denote by Fa the set of all f E D(G) such that RAE Pi(G) has 
compact support. Let N be a normed ideal. The same proof as in [5], 
Ch. 6, 2.2. (III) and (IV) shows: 
a) Fo&N. 
b) For any compact set I? L C! there is a constant Cz such that every f E N 
whose Fourier transform vanishes outside $ satisfies llfll,5C~ Ilflll. 
For every normed ideal N in D(G) the set PO is a translation invariant 
ideal of N with the following properties: 
1) For every g E Fo and E > 0 there is a neighbourhood U of e such that 
IILug-gllN<s for all y E u 
2) II&&N= l/glIN for all g E FO and a E G. 
Proof: PO is a translation invariant ideal in D(G) and therefore also 
in N by a). Let g E PO. For all a E G the functions (L,g -g)“= (j& - 1)g” 
have their support contained in supp (& = $. Therefore ]]Lag-g]]N5C~ 
]I-?&g-g/l by b) and 1) follows from the fact that D(G) is a Segal algebra. 
Let v E D(G), llv]li = 1. Then 
II *g---bliNd~~II~a(v *g)--bzglll=~jillv *g-gill. 
This implies 
II&zglIN 2 II% - ('k) * gllN + II(b) * gllN5 c&J * g-g//l + 
+ IILavIIlkdN~ lbh'+E 
by proper choice of v, whence 2) follows. 
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4. We can now give a simple characterization of Segal algebras in 
terms of normed ideals ; 
A normed ideal N in L’(G) is a Segal algebra if and only if FO is dense 
in N. 
Proof: It is shown in [5], Ch. 6, 2.3 that every Segal algebra 8 has 
approximate units v E PO which implies that Pa is dense in 8. 
Suppose conversely that N is a normed ideal containing PO as a dense 
subspace and let f E N. There is a sequence gn E Bo converging to f E N. 
For every a E G the sequence {Lag,} is Cauchy in N by 3.2) and therefore 
converges to some Ir’ E N. But 
and thus Laf =P E N. This shows that N is translation invariant. Further- 
more it follows that llLLafllN= lim IILagaIIN= lim jlgnllN=llfllN. 
Let now f E N and E> 0. Then there is g E PO such that Ilf -gllN<e/3 
and a neighbourhood 77 of e such that jIL,g-gllN<e/3 for all y E U. This 
implies IILd - f/IN<&. 
5. It follows from 4. and the fact that PO is an ideal in Ll(G) that 
every normed ideal N contains a unique closed subspace No-the closure 
of Fo -which is a Segal algebra. A normed ideal N is a Segal algebra if 
and only if NO= N. 
Let N be a normed ideal and fo E N. Then fo E No if am.3 only if y --f L2/f 0 
is continuous as a map from G to N. 
Proof: For fo E NO we have lim IILgfo-foll~=o by 4. 
2l--re 
Suppose conversely that y -+ Lufo is continuous. 
It follows from [5], Ch. 6, 2.3 that for every e > 0 there is v E PO such 
that I/v * fo-folllv<e. 
But v * fo E Eo s No and No is closed. 
It is interesting to note that No may also be characterized as the smallest 
closed subspace of N containing all elements h * f, h E Ll(G), f E N: 
Because No has approximate units, it suffices to show that h * f E No 
or equivalently that lim IIL,(h * f) -h * f IIN = 0. 
w-w 
But this follows from the obvious inequality 
IILdh *f)-h *fll~=IlW-h) *flh~IIL,h-hlllllfll~. 
Remark: The last result implies that every closed subspace N’ of 
a normed ideal N containing Fo is itself a normed ideal. 
6. A normed ideal need not be translation invariant. 
Choose e.g. G=T the one-dimensional torus group, N = L”(T) and N’ 
the (closed) subspace of N consisting of all functions ilfo+g, it E C, g E C(T), 
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fo 6 C(T). Then NO= (N’)o= C(T) and N is a normed ideal which is not 
translation invariant. 
This result shows one of the differences between general normed ideals 
and Segal algebras. In the latter case we even have the following theorem: 
Let S g Ll(G) be a Segal algebra. Then for every ,u E Ml(G) and f E S 
P * f E ~3 and lb * fibs lliull Ilflls. 
Proof: We show first that for every g E PO we have ,u * g E PO and 
lb * glls 2 II/4 llSlI~* 
The first relation is clear because ,u * g E D(G) and (p * g)^ = ,2d has 
compact support, 
To prove the second assertion we choose for p * g E S approximate units 
v, E S with ]]vn]]i 5 1+ i (cf. [5], Ch. 6, 2.3) and note that V~ * p E Li(G) 
and l/v, * ,411 d IIvnlllllpII 5 (1 + i) (all. This implies 
fl 
IIP * g * vnlls~ IIP * ~nll1lldls 2 (1 + J Ml IISIIS~ 
Therefore also ll,u * glls- lim 11~ * g * v&s-d ll,ull Ilglls. 
n-cc 
Let now f ES. There is a sequence gn E PO such that lIgn-flls + 0. 
Then lliu * gn -p * snzlls~ lliull Ilcws4~. 
Thus ,u * gn is a Cauchy sequence and converges to some I? E S. 
But ll,a * gn-PI115 jlp * g,-Ws and 
IIP * c&z -P * fill 2 IIPII llgn -fll12 IIPII llgn -fib 
This implies p * f =F E S. Let now wn E 3’0, I/w&s 1 + i be approximate 
units in S for p * f. 
Then 
IIP * fllsS IIP * f - Wn * (p * f)lls+IlP * km * f)lls~ 
S&S llpll llwzhllflls~ll/4I Ilflls+2& 
for sufficiently large n. This shows that ]],u * flls 5 ]]~I] llflls holds. 
Remark: For G=T this result is proved in [Z], Ch. I, 7.7. 
7. We show now by an example that a Segal algebra need not be 
invariant under multiplications by characters. This answers a question posed 
by H. Reiter ([5], Ch. 6, 2.8). 
Let S be the set of all functions f E Ll(R) such that fn~ L;(R), where ,a 
is the measure on R with density e(t) = G2. Then S is a Segal algebra 
with norm Ilflls= max (llfll17 II,&). 
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Here all axioms can easily be verified. We show e.g. the completeness 
of S. Let (fn) b e a Cauchy sequence in S. 
Then there exist functions f E D(R) and 4 E L:(R) such that 
lim l/f%-fill=0 and lim ]jffi-+]/cc=O. 
But then we have also lim ]]fa-f^]/co= 0 and limf%,,= 4 almost every- 
where on R for some subsequence {Ink}. 
This implies $=f” and lim ]]fn--f]]s=O. 
n+xxJ 
There exists a function fo E D(R) such that fob(t) =e-ta. 
Then clearly fo E S, but for s# 0 we have esnisa: /o(x) $ S because 
J I f~(t - S) 1 e(t) dt = j” e-(t-s)‘+t’ & dt 2 e-9 or G dt 
and the last integral diverges. 
8. The main result on Segal algebras which is due to REITER ([5], 
Ch. 6, 2.4) states that every closed ideal of S is the intersection of a 
unique closed ideal of U(G) with S. This result does not remain true for 
general normed ideals, e.g. C(T) is not representable as intersection of a 
closed ideal I of Ll(T) with L”(T). The most we can expect is that this 
result remains true for regular maximal ideals or equivalently that every 
non-trivial complex homomorphism 4 of N is given by b(f) =f(t) for some 
t E 8. This is indeed true: 
Every non-trivial complex homomorphism 4 of a normed ideal N has the 
form 4(f) =j(t), t E (2. 
Proof: Let f E N. For every n12 we have jlf”ill5jlf$vS jlffi-ljl#lN. 
This implies 
Therefore we get l+(f)\ 2 I/J&~ llf/l 1, which implies the stated result be- 
cause N is dense in D(G) and each non-trivial complex homomorphism 
of D(G) has this form. 
It is known that for two distinct closed ideals of Ll(G) with the same 
cospectrum there exist “intermediate” closed ideals (cf. e.g. [5], Ch. 2, 6.4). 
For normed ideals in place of closed ideals the corresponding problem 
becomes rather trivial : 
Let N and N’ be normed ideals of Ll(G) such that N’ S N, N’ is closed 
in N and dim N/N’2 2. Then there exists a normed ideal N” of Ll(G) such 
that N’ g N” E N, N” is closed in N and N’ # N”, N”# N. 
Proof: Choose foEN, fo$N’ andletN”=(fEN:f=dfo+g,gEN’). 
Then N” satisfies all requirements in view of 5. 
9. Many examples of normed ideals and Segal algebras can be found 
in [2] and [5]. We now indicate a method for deriving new examples of 
normed ideals in G(T). Denote by Ma the set of all monotone sequences 
x=(x0, Xl, x2, . ..) o non-negative real numbers xi such that xn = 0 for all f 
nhno= no(x). A function @: HO -+ R is called SN-function (symmetric 
norming function) if the following conditions hold: 
SN 1) Q(x)>0 for x#O 
SN 2) @(ax) =a@(~), 0110 
SN 3) @(x+y)I@(x)+@(y) 
SN 4) @(l, 0, 0, . ..)=l 
SN 5) Q(x) g@(y) if 2 xj 5 2 yj, n=O, 1, 2, . . . . 
i=o j=o 
SN 5) implies @(x0, 0, 0, . ..)~@(xo. xi, x2, . ..)5@(cxj. 0, 0, . ..). i.e. 
xod@(x) 2 2 xjr for all x E MO. 
i=o 
For x, y E MO one gets also I@(x)--@(y)[ I@(]x-yj*) 5 5 ]xj--yjl by 
i=o 
SN 3) and SN 5) if one denotes by /zj* that permutation of 
which belongs to MO. 
It follows that 
lim @(x0@), xi(“), . . . . xk(“), 0, 0, . ..) =@(xo, xi, . . . . xk, . ..) 
n--f03 
if 
lim xjCn)=xj, j=O, 1, . . . . k. 
@ can be extended to the set M of all monotone null sequences of non- 
negative real numbers by setting 
@i(x) = lim @(x0, xi, . .., xn, 0, 0, 0, . ..) for x = (x0, xi, . . .) E M. 
W-KG 
Then 0 5 Q(z) 5 00 and SN I)-SN 5) remain true. 
@ is called mononorming if for all x E M such that Q(x) < 00 the relation 
lim @(O, 0, . . . , 0, xn+l, x%+2, . . .) = 0 holds. 
n+cc 
Examples and further information on SN-functions may be found in [l]. 
Let B be a Banach space. For every f E B let t+(f)), j= 0, 1, 2, . . ., be a 
monotone sequence of non-Tzegative real numbers tending to 0 such that 
sdf)=Ilflb, s&f)= blsdf), lim dfd=df) if fti + f in B and 
n-+03 
j. sAf1+fd~ ?ZO sdfd+ $I0 sAfd9 n=% 12 2, *** * 
Let @ be an SN-function and let B, be the set of all f E B such that 
@(so(f), Q(f), S2(f), *..I<=). 
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Then B, is a Banach space with rmrrn jlf\jG =@(so(f), 81(f), . ..). 
The proof is a direct extension of the corresponding one for @spaces 
and is therefore omitted. 
For the case that B is the Banach algebra of all compact operators on 
a separable Hilbert space and that the sj’s are the singular values of a 
compact operator these spaces have been extensively studied (cf. [l]). 
The whole theory can easily be transferred to B=@(Z) if one defines 
the sequence (so} as the sequence of all function values of 1l-I ordered 
such that it is decreasing. 
We now show how by proper choice of B and the si’s one can derive 
some new classes of normed ideals in D(T): 
a) Let B= N be a normed ideal in D(T) and let so(f) = /]fi]~ and 
%(f)=If(%N i=l, 2, 3, *-., be the decreasing sequence of all function 
values of jf^l. It is easy to show that N, is a normed ideal in D(T), that 
IIJwh= llflh implies II-WI@= II/II@ and that N, is a Segal algebra if CD is 
mononorming and N = No. 
b) Let B=X be a Segal algebra in D(T), let go(f) = 0 and 
ok(f) = 2 
111 <k 
and let {83(f)) be that permutation of the sequence {IIf -ok(f)/]s) which is 
non-increasing. 
It is again easy to see that X, is a normed ideal in Li(T) and a Segal 
algebra if @ is mononorming. 
c) Let B=WT) and si(f)= /If--pj(f)ljz, where pa(f) =0 and 
Then B, consists of all f E L2(‘JJ such that 
@(llfll2> llf -P1(f)ll2, Ilf -Pdf)h, ***)<m* 
B, is a Segal algebra if and only if @ is mononorming. 
Let e.g. (,u(j)) E M with ,u(O) = 1 and 2 p(j) = 00 and put 
i=o 
@(x0, Xl, $2, . ..I= $@ q p(j). 
Then @ is mononorming and B, consists of all f E La(T) such that 
,!I P(i)llf -PiVll2 < O”. 
Suppose further that p(x) is defined for all real x2 1, is monotone and 
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satisfies C ‘0 d Q(n) for all n2 1 and some constant K, then B, may 
ia2 3 
also be described as the set of all f E La(T) such that 
(cf. [3], Satz I). 
If one chooses 
CD (Xl), Xl, x2, . . .) = sup & ) 
n p(i) 
then @ is not mononorming. The normed ideal B, consists of all functions 
f E P(T) such that 
Jo II f -m(f)/12 
sup < 00. 
R 
Jo Ai) 
The Segal algebra BO, contained in B, consists of all f E B satisfying 
- 
lim 
Jo II f -mm 
= O* 
12+02 
If we suppose that 
0 <a < 1, then B, consists of all f E P(T) such that Ilf -zdf)h =%+4) 
and BO, is the subset of all f E Ls(T) such that llf -p%(f)112 =o(,u(n)). 
Further details may be found in [l]. 
10. It should be noted that l.-5. and Reiter’s main theorem on Segal 
algebras can be transferred without substantial alterations to Beurling 
algebras L;(G) satisfying the condition of Beurling-Domar (cf. [5], Ch. 6, 
3.1). We call an ideal N in L;(G) a normed ideal if N is dense in L;(G), 
is a Banach space under some norm 11. IIN such that liflll,w 5 ljf/lN and 
satisfies Ilh * f/INS I]hl/l,.Jfj/~ for all h E L;(G) and f E N. 
In the corresponding notion of Segal algebra the condition &&fl~s = j/f//s 
has to be replaced by I&f/sSw(a) Ijflls. Instead of Fo we have to consider 
the set J’o,~ of all f E L;(G) such that ,f has compact support. All proofs 
remain essentially unaltered if one replaces I/. l/i by 11. ]li,w except when 
approximate units are considered. The statements about translated 
functions depend on the fact that w is upper semi-continuous and locally 
bounded. The details are left to the interested reader. 
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To give non-trivial examples one must of course exclude the case of 
compact and discrete groups (for compact groups all Beurling algebras 
coincide with Li(G) and for discrete groups all Segal algebras coincide 
with L;(G)). 
Let G be neither compact nor discrete, let L;(G) be a Beurling algebra 
satisfying the condition of Beading-Domar, and let N be a normed ideal 
in Ll(G) such that f E N implies that g E N for all g E Ll(G) with lgj 5 if] 
and that llgjlN5 Ilfl/~. Then the set N, of all f E L;(G) such that fw EN is 
a normed ideal in L:(G) with norm ljf!jN,w=llfwIIN. 
Proof : N 1) and N 2) are obviously true. To show e.g. N 1) choose 
f E L;(G) and e>O. Then there is g E N such that llfw-g//l<& because N 
is dense in Ll(G). 
But y 5 jgl and therefore also $ E N. This implies k E AT, and 
I I 
It remains to prove that NW is an ideal in L;(G) and satisfies N 3). 
This follows from the inequality 
IwbW * f)(x)1 = lw(x) S h(y)fW14&/ 5 
5 s Ih(Y)W(Y)l Ifk14wk141dY = @WI * IfwIN 
for h E L;(G) and f EN,. We have e.g. 
llh * fllN,w== Ilw(h * f)llN~!l Pwl * lfwl IINS llhwlll lf4liv= Ilhllw llflliv,w- 
Denoting by L:(R), 01 L 0, 15~ < co, the set of all (equivalence classes of) 
measurable functions f on the real line R satisfying 
llfll;.,= I lf(W(1+ lWdt<=) 
it follows that L:(R) n L;,(R) f orms a Segal algebra in the Beurling 
algebra G(R) with norm llfll= sup (llfl11,a7 llfll,.,a). 
The set of all f E L:(R) such that ess. sup (1 + ]xl)“lf(x)l (00 forms a 
normed ideal in LA(R). The corresponding Segal algebra consists of all 
f EL:(R) such that (1 f lxl)“f(x) E CO(R). 
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